In this paper we investigate updates of knowledge bases represented by logic programs. In order to represent negative information, we use generalized logic programs which allow default negation not only in rule bodies but also in their heads.We start by introducing the notion of an update P U of one logic program P by another logic program U . Subsequently, we provide a precise semantic characterization of P U , and study some basic properties of program updates. In particular, we show that our update programs generalize the notion of interpretation update.
Introduction
Most of the work conducted so far in the eld of logic programming has focused on representing static knowledge, i.e., knowledge that does not evolve with time. This is a serious drawback when dealing with dynamic knowledge bases in which not only the extensional part (the set of facts) changes dynamically but so does the intensional part (the set of rules).
In this paper we investigate updates of knowledge bases represented by logic programs. In order to represent negative information, we use generalized logic programs which allow default negation not only in rule bodies but also in their heads. This is needed, in particular, in order to specify that some atoms should became false, i.e., should be deleted. However, our updates are far more expressive than a mere insertion and deletion of facts. They can be speci ed by means of arbitrary program rules and thus they themselves are logic programs. Consequently, our approach demonstrates how to update one generalized logic program P (the initial program) by another generalized logic program U (the updating program), obtaining as a result a new, updated logic program P U.
Several authors have addressed the issue of updates of logic programs and deductive databases (see e.g. 12, 13, 14, 1]), most of them following the so called \interpretation update" approach, originally proposed in 15, 8] . This approach is based on the idea of reducing the problem of nding an update of a knowledge base DB by another knowledge base U to the problem of nding updates of its individual interpretations (models 1 ). More precisely, a knowledge base DB 0 is considered to be the update of a knowledge base DB by U if the set of models of DB 0 coincides with the set of updated models of DB, i.e., \the set of models of DB 0 " = \the set of updated models of DB". Thus, according to the interpretation update approach, the problem of nding an update of a deductive database DB is reduced to the problem of nding individual updates of all of its relational instantiations (models) M. Unfortunately, such an approach su ers, in general, from several important drawbacks 2 : In order to obtain the update DB 0 of a knowledge base DB one has to rst compute all the models M of DB (typically, a daunting task) and then individually compute their (possibly multiple) updates M U by U: An update M U of a given interpretation M is obtained by changing the status of only those literals in M that are \forced" to change by the update U, while keeping all the other literals intact by inertia (see e.g. 12, 13, 14] ).
The updated knowledge base DB 0 is not de ned directly but, instead, it is indirectly characterized as a knowledge base whose models coincide with the set of all updated models M U of DB: In general, there is therefore no natural way of computing 3 DB 0 because the only straightforward candidate for DB 0 is the typically intractably large knowledge base DB 00 consisting of all clauses that are entailed by all the updated models M U of DB: Most importantly, while the semantics of the resulting knowledge base DB 0 indeed represents the intended meaning when just the extensional part of the knowledge base DB (the set of facts) is being updated, it leads to strongly counter-intuitive results when also the intensional part of the database (the set of rules) undergoes change, as the following example shows. Example 1.1 Consider the logic program P : P : sleep not tv on tv on watch tv tv on: (1) Clearly M = ftv on; watch tvg is its only stable model. Suppose now that the update U states that there is a power failure, and if there is a power failure then the TV is no longer on, as represented by the logic program U: U : not tv on power failure power failure (2) 1 The notion of a model depends on the type of considered knowledge bases and on their semantics. In this paper we are considering (generalized) logic programs under the stable model semantics. 2 In 1] the authors addressed the rst two of the drawbacks mentioned below. They showed how to directly construct, given a logic program P, another logic program P 0 whose partial stable models are exactly the interpretation updates of the partial stable models of P. This eliminates both of these drawbacks (in the case when knowledge bases are logic programs) but it does not eliminate the third, most important drawback. 3 In fact, in general such a database DB 0 may not exist at all.
According to the above mentioned interpretation approach to updating, we would obtain M U = fpower failure; watch tvg as the only update of M by U. This is because power failure needs to be added to the model and its addition forces us to make tv on false. As a result, even though there is a power failure, we are still watching TV. However, by inspecting the initial program and the updating rules, we are likely to conclude that since \watch tv" was true only because \tv on" was true, the removal of \tv on" should make \watch tv" false by default. Moreover, one would expect \sleep" to become true as well. Consequently, the intended model of the update of P by U is the model M 0 U = fpower failure; sleepg.
Suppose now that another update U 2 follows, described by the logic program: U 2 : not power failure (3) stating that power is back up again. We should now expect the TV to be on again. Since power was restored, i.e. \power failure" is false, the rule \not tv on power failure" of U should have no e ect and the truth value of \tv on" should be obtained by inertia from the rule \tv on " of the original program P .  2 This example illustrates that, when updating knowledge bases, it is not su cient to just consider the truth values of literals guring in the heads of its rules because the truth value of their rule bodies may also be a ected by the updates of other literals. In other words, it suggests that the principle of inertia should be applied not just to the individual literals in an interpretation but rather to the entire rules of the knowledge base.
The above example also leads us to another important observation, namely, that the notion of an update DB 0 of one knowledge base DB by another knowledge base U should not just depend on the semantics of the knowledge bases DB and U; as it is the case with interpretation updates, but that it should also depend on their syntax. This is best illustrated by the following, even simpler, example: Example 1.2 Consider the logic program P :
P : innocent not found guilty (4) whose only stable model is M = finnocentg; because found guilty is false by default. Suppose now that the update U states that the person has been found guilty: U : found guilty :
Using the interpretation approach, we would obtain M U = finnocent; found guiltyg as the only update of M by U thus leading us to the counter-intuitive conclusion that the person is both innocent and guilty. This is because found guilty must be added to the model M and yet its addition does not force us to make innocent false. However, it is intuitively clear that the interpretation M 0 U = ffound guiltyg; stating that the person is guilty but no longer presumed innocent, should be the only model of the updated program. Observe, however, that the program P is semantically equivalent to the following program P 0 : P 0 : innocent (6) because the programs P and P 0 have exactly the same set of stable models, namely the model M:
Nevertheless, while the model M U = finnocent; found guiltyg is not the intended model of the update of P by U it is in fact the only reasonable model of the update of P 0 by U. 2
In this paper we investigate the problem of updating knowledge bases represented by generalized logic programs and we propose a new solution to this problem that attempts to eliminate the drawbacks of the previously proposed approaches. Speci cally, given one generalized logic program P (the so called initial program) and another logic program U (the updating program) we de ne a new generalized logic program P U called the update of P by U. The de nition of the updated program P U does not require any computation of the models of either P or U and is in fact obtained by means of a simple, linear-time transformation of the programs P and U: As a result, the update transformation can be accomplished very e ciently and its implementation is quite straightforward 4 .
Due to the fact that we apply the inertia principle not just to atoms but to entire program rules, the semantics of our updated program P U avoids the drawbacks of interpretation updates and it seems to properly represent the intended semantics. As mentioned above, the updated program P U does not just depend on the semantics of the programs P and U; as it was the case with interpretation updates, but it also depends on their syntax. In order to make the meaning of the updated program clear and easily veri able, we provide a complete characterization of the semantics of updated programs P U.
Nevertheless, while our notion of program update signi cantly di ers from the notion of interpretation update, it coincides with the latter (as originally introduced in 12] under the name of revision program and later reformulated in the language of logic programs in 13, 14] ) when the initial program P is purely extensional, i.e., when the initial program is just a set of facts. Our de nition also allows signi cant exibility and can be easily modi ed to handle updates which incorporate contradiction removal or specify di erent inertia rules. Consequently, our approach can be viewed as introducing a general dynamic logic programming framework for updating logic programs which can be suitably modi ed to make it t di erent application domains and requirements.
Finally, we extend the notion of program updates to sequences of programs, de ning the so called dynamic program updates. The idea of dynamic updates is very simple and quite fundamental.
Suppose that we are given a set of program modules P s , indexed by di erent states of the world s. Each program P s contains some knowledge that is supposed to be true at the state s. Di erent states may represent di erent time periods or di erent sets of priorities or perhaps even di erent viewpoints. Consequently, the individual program modules may contain mutually contradictory as well as overlapping information. The role of the dynamic program update L fP s : s 2 Sg is to use the mutual relationships existing between di erent states (as speci ed by the order relation) to precisely determine, at any given state s, the declarative as well as the procedural semantics of the combined program, composed of all modules.
Consequently, the notion of a dynamic program update supports the important paradigm of dynamic logic programming. Given individual and largely independent program modules P s describing our knowledge at di erent states of the world (for example, the knowledge acquired at di erent times), the dynamic program update L fP s : s 2 S g speci es the exact meaning of the union of these programs. Dynamic programming signi cantly facilitates modularization of logic programming and, thus, modularization of non-monotonic reasoning as a whole. Whereas traditional logic programming has concerned itself mostly with representing static knowledge, we show how to use logic programs to represent dynamically changing knowledge. Our results extend and improve upon the approach initially proposed in 10], where the authors rst argued that the principle of inertia should be applied to the rules of the initial program rather than to the individual literals in an interpretation. However, the speci c update transformation presented in 10] su ered from some drawbacks and was not su ciently general.
We begin in Section 2 by de ning the language of generalized logic programs, which allow default negation in rule heads. We describe stable model semantics of such programs as a special case of the approach proposed earlier in 11]. In Section 3 we de ne the program update P U of the initial program P by the updating program U. In Section 4 we provide a complete characterization of the semantics of program updates P U and in Section 5 we study their basic properties. In Section 6
we introduce the notion of dynamic program updates. We close the paper with concluding remarks and notes on future research.
Generalized Logic Programs and their Stable Models
In order to represent negative information in logic programs and in their updates, we need more general logic programs that allow default negation not A not only in premises of their clauses but also in their heads 5 . We call such programs generalized logic programs. In this section we introduce generalized logic programs and extend the stable model semantics of normal logic programs 6] to this broader class of programs. In the subsequent paper 5] we extend our results to 3-valued (partial) models of logic programs, and thus, in particular, to well-founded semantics.
The class of generalized logic programs can be viewed as a special case of a yet broader class of programs introduced earlier in 11]. While our de nition is di erent and seems to be simpler than the one used in 11], when restricted to the language that we are considering, the two de nitions can be shown to be equivalent. It should be stressed that the class of generalized logic programs di ers from the class of programs with the so called \classical" negation 7] which allow the use of strong rather than default negation in their heads.
It will be convenient to syntactically represent generalized logic programs as propositional Horn theories. In particular, we will represent default negation not A as a standard propositional variable (atom). Suppose that K is an arbitrary set of propositional variables whose names do not begin with a \not". By the propositional language L K generated by the set K we mean the language L 
On the other hand, the interpretation N = fnot a; not e; b; c; dg is not a stable model because: N 6 = Least(P fnot e; not ag) = fd; not a; not eg: 2 (12) Following an established tradition, whenever convenient we will be omitting the default (negative) atoms when describing interpretations and models. Thus the above model M will be simply listed as M = fa; eg.
Throughout the paper by the semantics of a generalized logic program we mean the stable semantics. We also say that two generalized logic programs in a given language L are semantically equivalent if they have the same set of stable models. Clearly, the second condition in the above proposition is always vacuously satis ed for normal programs. Since the rst condition characterizes stable models of normal programs 6], we immediately obtain: Proposition 2. (27) It is easy to verify that M = fpower failure; sleepg is the only stable model (restricted to relevant atoms) of P U. Indeed, power failure follows from the second clause of (RU) and from the Update Rules (UR). Now from power failure, the rst rule of (RU) and the Update Rules (UR) we deduce tv on ? and thus also not tv on. From the rst rule of (RP) we infer sleep P and from the Inheritance Rules (IR) we deduce sleep. Finally, watch tv ? and not watch tv follow from the default rules. 2 
Semantic Characterization of Program Updates
In this section we provide a complete semantic characterization of update programs P U by describing their stable models. This characterization shows precisely how the semantics of the update program P U depends on the syntax and semantics of the programs P and U.
Let P and U be xed generalized logic programs in the language L. Since The We can now remove all the negative facts in N ? and the default rules not A A ? from R 00 because they only involve propositional symbols not A which no longer appear in bodies of any other clauses from R 00 and thus do not a ect the least model of R 00 restricted to the language S. As a result we obtain the program R 000 :
Finally 
M is a stable model of the update program P U. Thus, the semantics of the update program P U is always weaker than or equal to the semantics of the union P U of programs P and U. 2
In general, the converse of the above result does not hold. In particular, the union P U may be a contradictory program with no stable models. M is a stable model of P U. Thus, in this case, the semantics of the update program P U coincides with the semantics of the union P U. M is a stable model of P U. Thus, in this case the semantics of the update program P U also coincides with the semantics of the union P U of programs P and U. 2 
Program Updates Generalize Interpretation Updates
In this section we show that interpretation updates, originally introduced under the name \revision programs" by Marek It is easy to see that the above program P(I; U) is semantically equivalent to the program update P I U of the program P I by the updating program U. 2 This theorem shows that when the initial program P is purely extensional, i.e., contains only positive or negative facts, then the interpretation update of P by U is semantically equivalent to the updated program P U. As shown by the Examples 1.1 and 1.2, when P contains deductive rules then the two notions become signi cantly di erent.
Remark 5.1 It is easy to see that, equivalently, we could include only positive facts in the de nition of the program P I : P I = fA : A 2 Ig thus resulting in a normal program P I . 2 
Adding Strong Negation
We now show that it is easy to add strong negation ?A ( 7, 2, 3] ) to generalized logic programs. This demonstrates that the class of generalized logic programs is at least as expressive as the class of logic programs with strong negation. It also allows us to update logic programs with strong negation and to use strong negation in updating programs.
De nition 5.1 (Adding strong negation) Let Consequently, the notion of a dynamic program update supports the important paradigm of dynamic logic programming. Given individual and largely independent program modules P s describing our knowledge at di erent states of the world (for example, the knowledge acquired at di erent times), the dynamic program update L fP s : s 2 S g speci es the exact meaning of the union of these programs. Dynamic programming signi cantly facilitates modularization of logic programming and, thus, modularization of non-monotonic reasoning as a whole.
Suppose that P = fP s : s 2 Sg is a nite or in nite sequence of generalized logic programs in the language L = L K , indexed by the nite or in nite set S = f1; 2; : : : ; n; : : :g of natural numbers. We will call elements s of the set S f0g states and we will refer to 0 as the initial state. Remark 6.1 Instead of a linear sequence of states S f0g one could as well consider any nite or in nite ordered set with the smallest element s 0 and with the property that every state s other than s 0 has an immediate predecessor s ? 1 and that for every state s; the initial state s 0 is the n-th immediate predecessor of s, for some nite n. In particular, one may use a nite or in nite tree with the root s 0 and the property that every node (state) has only a nite number of ancestors. 
for all objective atoms A 2 K and for all s 2 S. The inheritance rules say that an atom A is true (respectively, false) in the state s 2 S if it is true (respectively, false) in the previous state s ? 1 and it is not rejected, i.e., forced to be false (respectively, true), by the updating program P s .
(DR) Default rules:
for all objective atoms A 2 K. Default rules describe the initial state 0 by making all objective atoms initially false.
2
Observe that the dynamic program update U P is a normal logic program, i.e., it does not contain default negation in heads of its clauses. Moreover, only the inheritance rules contain default negation in their bodies. Also note that the program As mentioned in the introduction, in dynamic logic programming, logic program modules describe states of our knowledge of the world, where di erent states may represent di erent time points or di erent sets of priorities or even di erent viewpoints. It is not our purpose in this paper to discuss in detail how to apply dynamic logic programming to any of these application domains 6 . However, since all of the examples presented so far relate di erent program modules with changing time, below we illustrate how to use dynamic logic programming to represent the well known problem in the domain of taxonomies by using priorities among rules. Example 6.2 Consider the well-known problem of ying birds. In this example we have several rules with di erent priorities. First, the animals-do-not-y rule, which has the lowest priority; then the birds-y rule with a higher priority; the penguins-do-not-y rule with an even higher priority; and, nally, with the highest priority, all the rules describing the actual taxonomy (penguins are birds, birds are animals, etc.). This can be coded quite naturally in dynamic logic programming: P 1 : not fly(X) animal(X) P 2 : fly(X) bird(X) P 3 : not fly(X) penguin(X) P 4 : animal(X) bird(X) bird(X) penguin(X) animal(pluto) bird(duffy) penguin(tweety) Sometimes it is useful to have some kind of a background knowledge, i.e., knowledge that is true in every program module or state. This is true, for example, in the case of the strong negation axioms (SN) discussed in the previous section 5.2, because these axioms must be true in every program module. This is true as well in the case of the taxonomy rules discussed in the previous example as well as in the general case of laws in the domain of actions and e ects of action. These laws must be valid in every state and at any time (for example, the law saying that if there is no power then the TV must be o ).
Rules describing background knowledge, i.e., background rules, are easily representable in dynamic logic programming: if a rule is valid in every program state, simply add that rule to every program state. However, this is not a very practical, and, especially, not a very e cient way of representing background rules. Fortunately, in dynamic program updates at a given state s, adding a rule to every state is equivalent to adding that rule only in the state s: Proposition 6.1 Let L s P be a dynamic program update at state s, and let r be a rule such that 8P i 2 P; r 2 P i . Let P 0 be the set of logic programs obtained from P such that P s 2 P 0 and 8i 6 = s; P 0 i = P i ? frg 2 P 0 i P i 2 P M2 with L ? j in the body. In fact, the only rule in L s P 2 with L ? j in the body is an inheritance rule which also has not L j+1 , and thus the rule is removed in the modulo operation.
In both cases M 2 jK = M 1 jK.
2. The proof of this point is similar to the one above, and is omitted for brevity.
Let P n = fP n i : i 2 Sg be such that: if i < n then P n i = P i ? frg; otherwise P n i = P i . We prove by induction on n that:
Base: If n = 0 then P = P n , and the stable models are trivially the same.
Step: By 
Dealing with Contradiction
One of the important and also very di cult issues involving dynamic updates is the issue of consistency of the updated program P U. As stated in Section 2, we consider a program to be consistent if it has at least one stable model and thus a well-de ned stable semantics. There are two basic reasons why the updated program may not be consistent:
1. The updated generalized logic program P U may contain explicitly contradictory information, such as A and not A; and thus not have any stable models. There are basically three cases to consider:
(a) The contradictory information may be inherited from the original program P, which was already inconsistent. In this case one of the possible approaches is to prevent the contradictory information from being inherited by inertia by limiting the inheritance by inertia. This approach is discussed in more detail in the next section. Changing the rules of inertia so that they better suit our needs is also discussed in 4].
(b) The contradictory information may be the result of the fact that the updating program U is itself contradictory. This is more di cult to eliminate because the rules of the updating program U must be, by de nition, true in the updated program P U. One approach is to always require the updating program U to be consistent. If such a requirement is impossible to satisfy, we could accept contradiction in the current update but prevent it from proliferating further to the subsequent updates by using the approach discussed in (a). is to prevent the contradictory information from being part of the updated program by limiting the inheritance by inertia. This approach is also discussed in more detail in the next section. Another possibility is to establish some priorities between di erent rules in order to prevent contradiction from arising in the rst place.
2. Explicit contradiction, like the one discussed in (1), can only arise when the updated program contains some rules with default negation in there heads. Thus, it cannot arise when the updated program is normal. However, as is well-known, even normal logic programs may be implicitly inconsistent simply because they don't have any stable models. One possible way of dealing with this problem is to replace the stable semantics by the 3-valued stable, or, equivalently, well-founded semantics. Every normal logic program is known to be consistent w.r.t. the well-founded semantics, i.e., it has a well-de ned well-founded semantics. In our paper 5] we show how to extend the approach presented in this paper to the 3-valued stable semantics.
There are many other possible approaches to contradiction removal in program updates and they are part of our ongoing research in this area. However, a detailed discussion of this subject goes beyond the scope of the current paper.
Limiting the Inheritance by Inertia
Inheritance rules (IR) describe the rules of inertia, i.e., the rules guiding the inheritance of knowledge from one state s to the next state s 0 . Speci cally, they prevent the inheritance of knowledge that is explicitly contradicted in the new state s 0 . However, inheritance can be limited even further, by means of a simple modi cation of the inheritance rules:
Modi ed Inheritance Rules (IR'): Other conditions and applications can be coded in this way. In particular, suitable rules can be used to enact preferences, to ensure compliance with integrity constraints or to ensure non-inertiality of uents. Also, more complex contradiction removal criteria can be similarly coded 10 .
Conclusions and Future Work
We de ned a program transformation that takes two generalized logic programs P and U, and, produces the updated logic program P U resulting from the update of program P by U. We provided a complete characterization of the semantics of program updates P U and we established their basic properties. Our approach generalizes the so called revision programs introduced in 12] . Namely, in the special case when the initial program is just a set of facts, our program update coincides with the justi ed revision of 12]. In the general case, when the initial program also contains rules, our program updates characterize precisely which of these rules remain valid by inertia, and which are rejected. We also showed how strong (or \classical") negation can be easily incorporated into the framework of program updates.
With the introduction of dynamic program updates, we have extended program updates to ordered sets of logic programs (or modules). When this order is interpreted as a time order, dynamic program updates describe the evolution of a logic program which undergoes a sequence of modi cations. This opens up the possibility of incremental design and evolution of logic programs, leading to the paradigm of dynamic logic programming. We believe that dynamic programming signi cantly facilitates modularization of logic programming and, thus, modularization of non-monotonic reasoning as a whole.
A speci c application of dynamic logic programming that we intend to explore, is the evolution and maintenance of software speci cations. By using logic programming as a speci cation language, dynamic programming provides the means of representing the evolution of software speci cations.
However, ordered sets of program modules need not necessarily be seen as just a temporal evolution of a logic program. Di erent modules can also represent di erent sets of priorities, or viewpoints of di erent agents. In the case of priorities, a dynamic program update speci es the exact meaning of the \union" of the modules, subject to the given priorities. We intend to further study the relationship between dynamic logic programming and other preference-based approaches to knowledge representation.
Although not explored in here, a dynamic program update can be queried not only about the current state but also about other states. If modules are seen as viewpoints of di erent agents, the truth of some A s in L P can be read as: A is true according to agent s in a situation where the knowledge of the L P is \visible" to agent s.
We have already generalized our approach and results to the 3-valued case, which enables us to update programs under the well-founded semantics 5]. We have also already developed a working implementation for the 3-valued case with top-down querying (available at http://www-ssdi.di.fct.unl.pt/~jja/updates/).
Our approach to program updates has grown out of our research on representing non-monotonic knowledge by means of logic programs. We envisage enriching it in the near future with other dynamic programming features, such as abduction and contradiction removal. Among other applications that we intend to study are productions systems modeling, reasoning about concurrent actions and active and temporal databases (some preliminary results are already published in 5]).
